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														Bond
															Smooth flowing curves for a timeless appeal
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														Roman
															An authentic Mediterranean look for your home.
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														Classic
															Make a statement with strong, bold lines
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														Shake
															Inspired by classic wooden roofs but with all the strength of steel
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														Woodshake
															Warm wooden roofs without the need for regular treatment
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														Shingle
															The unique alternative to traditional shingle and slate
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														Viksen
															The chaotic structure of hand-split wooden shingles
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														Mistral
															A typical European roof with timeless effect
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															Living in Mediterranean style with benefits of 21th century materials
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														Gallo
															Giving your home the villa look it deserves
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															A streamlined look
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														iSlate
															The attractive appearance of a natural slate
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														iShingle
															A wood shingle aesthetic without the fire risk
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														iShake
															The perfect replacement for handsplit wooden shakes
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															Timeless design
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														Qube
															Combining a stylish trend with the strength of steel
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														About us
																													Find out more about who we are, what drives us and what we are all about.
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														Why Metrotile
																													Are you looking for a better roofing solution for your home, a proven way to grow your roofing business or the perfect solution for buildings you are managing or developing? Then it’s likely that Metrotile is the ideal solution for you.
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														For Home Owners
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														For Professionals
																													If you are a roofing contractor, architect or a property developer, see how Metrotile can help.
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			Please select your region


				
					By selecting your regions we can ensure you get the best service.
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				We can't seem to find the page you are looking for.

Error 404

Here are some helpful links instead.

- Home

- Search

- Products

- Why Metrotile

- Inspiration

- About us

- Contact us
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					Ready to get cost estimates for your next project?
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